
OMNIPRESENCE ACADEMY OF LIFE PVT. LTD 
REDIKALL STATEMENTS BASED ON DATE OF BIRTH
The date of the month, on which we take birth can have a profound effect on our lives. ‘Redikally’ 
speaking, it reminds us of the gifts that the Universe brings for us on that date. So read on and find out 
your unique gift !!
Find out below, the most suitable affirmation for you based on your date of birth. Look for the 
affirmation, corresponding to your date of birth. Check if the affirmation is resonating well with you. If 
you find the resonance, please affirm the given Redikall Statement or affirmation for 21 times for the 
period of 1 week. 

 JAN 20  TO  JAN 25, 2019
For the best results, you could write these affirmations.

Birthdate 1 
FL18 - LEFT NEUTRAL PERCEPTION CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I choose to be fine the way I am being perceived by others in the environment.

SHORT EXPLANATION
It's common to feel adversely sensitive to others' perceptions, criticisms and judgements of you. Do these 
judgements inspire you or inhibit you? Why would you need these judgements, based on others’ opinion 
to either be inspired or inhibited? Would you not like to be guided by your higher consciousness instead? 
Recognise that each one is free to perceive as per their discretion. You may not be able to alter others’ 
perception. However, you may choose to rise above their perceptions and judgements of you and be who 
you truly are. Best would be to rise above the need for paying attention to others’ perceptions and 
judgements. All great personalities of the world have experienced adverse criticism and judgements 
from others. Their ability to stand their ground through their inner conviction gave them the strength to 
do what they were inspired to do and remain neutral to others’ adverse remarks or unpleasant 
criticisms. 

Birthdate 2
HR15 - RIGHT FREEDOM TO COMMAND CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I receive in life with total freedom to command. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Let the perceived sense of pressure not deprive you of exercising adequate command over what you 
receive in life. Choose to claim your freedom to exercise adequate command over what you receive, how 
much you receive, from whom you receive and the manner in which you receive. You have the skill to 
overcome the perceived pressure from 'above' in a manner where you can exercise enough command 
over what you wish to impart, contribute or deliver in your life. 

Birthdate 3
FLR7 - RIGHT DETACHED SECURITY CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
The secured human in me, allows everyone to follow their divine inspiration

SHORT EXPLANATION
Whether you get attached to others or others get attached to you, the ultimate result is the impeded 
movement on the life path. You could be one of those who may not get attached to others but definitely 
have charisma to attract others and let them get attached to you. Look at the possibility of your 
subconscious mind game which gives you security in an indirect way when you allow others to get 
attached to you. 
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Birthdate 4 
FL22 - LEFT CATHARSIS CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I acknowledge and address my internal grief

SHORT EXPLANATION
In the past you could have missed out an opportunity to complete your grieving experience due to an 
overt sense of responsibility for others. It's time now to start addressing the reserved grief which 
resulted from an internal setback. You could have experienced grief due to an incorrect decision or 
action you took in the past, or grief of making a choice to seperate or distance yourself from a loved one 
or God! Grief generated by the guilt of doing something terrible in the past. If you have not been able to 
shed tears and complete the experience of grieving in the past, it is time for you to go through emotional 
catharsis and shed those stored tears. Acknowledge and express that which has remained suppressed so 
far

Birth date  5 
TR1 - RIGHT STRENGTH CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I put my best foot forward with inner strength. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
How about discovering and focusing on your core strength? You are much more than what you think 
you are. Count on your strengths and put your best foot forward. You may have a tendency to focus on 
your shortcomings and weaknesses with the hope that you will be able to improve upon them. However, 
whatever you focus on, you tend to energise. Instead of focusing on your weaknesses and shortcomings, 
it would be a good idea to focus on your strengths and virtues

Birthdate 6 
FLR11 - RIGHT HUMBLE ACCEPTANCE OF SHORTCOMING IN INTIMACY CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I embrace myself with all my inconsistencies and I embrace all around me. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Please ensure that your ego/pride/righteousness does not come in the way of intimacy. It is time to put 
your best forward by accepting and embracing your shortcomings and weaknesses rather than using 
ego/pride/righteousness as a defence which often remains counterproductive and create barriers 
preventing closeness and intimacy in your personal, social, political or professional relationships. 

Birthdate 7 
BR7 - RIGHT COMFORT CRUISE CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I intend and invite enough buffers and reserves of resources to enjoy a relaxed life. 

SHORT EXPLANATION  
It appears that you have got used to or addicted to the ‘high’ experienced by a tightrope walk to manage 
your resources in a stressful manner where you can not have room for taking life easy even for a few 
moments during your day. The example of tightrope walking could be in finance management where you 
have just enough funds to cope up with the expenses in a timely manner OR time management, where 
you have just enough time to cope up with your commitments. Tightrope walking certainly helps you in 
a huge ego kick of being able to manage with precarious availability of resources and sailing through a 
challenging time on an ongoing basis. However, do you really need that kind of environment and 
difficulty in resource management to prove to yourself or others how efficient you are? Don’t you think 
you can enjoy a comfortable cruise on highway called life? 



Birthdate 8 
CC10 ACCEPTANCE CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I totally accept myself and all that is in and around me. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
What you see around you could be your extension, manifestation and projection. When you are rejecting 
any attribute, perhaps you are rejecting a part of you that manifested that. Accepting the surrounding 
will bring in self-acceptance and eventually, total self-acceptance will bring in acceptance of all that is. 
When you accept all that is, you are accepting the creation and the Creator. Accept! Not because you 
have no choice left. Accept because you are an aware individual and can see through brilliance in every 
design and pattern of life. 

Birthdate 9 
FLL 16 - CONSISTENT FLEXIBILITY CHAKRA-

AFFIRMATION
I accept an ongoing process of change. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
The only thing that is constant in your life so far is the experience of ongoing change. Nothing can be 
permanent and forever. Remain prepared to be flexible and adaptable constantly so that you can 
continue putting your best foot forward. 

Birthdate 10 
BLL2 - LEFT DETACHMENT CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I pursue with detachment. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
You could be curtailing and inhibiting yourself out of possibility of getting attached. However, practice 
detachment through higher awareness of the constant nature of transience of all that is. Even if the 
circumstances and experiences are transient in nature, you need to pursue and continue giving your best 
and doing your best with detachment.

Birthdate 11 
NL3 - LEFT RELAXATION CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I ensure the periodic time of relaxation in my busy routine. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
You may be highly dedicated to your work, career and your duties. However, it is important that you 
give yourself the permission to relax periodically in order to avoid feeling burnt out. 

Birthdate 12 
PR17- RIGHT WILLINGNESS CHAKRA 

AFFIRMATION
I willingly receive. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
What is it that you are unwilling to receive? It's time to remain a willing receiver and enhance your will 
or will power to receive all that is due to you or receivable by you. Let your past or beliefs based on the 
past, not dampen your willingness or will power to receive all that you are meant to receive.

Birthdate 13 
VL5 - NATURAL TRANSITION CHAKRA



AFFIRMATION
 I patiently facilitate the natural transition in life. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Your life goes through various phases. As one phase gets over, a new phase is about to begin. The 
transition time in between could be unsettling. If you feel that life is not taking you anywhere, please 
accept the shift and shift as you per the need, taking a U turn if needed. Your old system and old ways 
may not work for you any longer. Adapt to the new way, new system, new relationship, new career or at 
least a new way of responding to life. 

Birthdate 14 
BLR5 - RIGHT EMOTIONAL HURT RELEASE CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I recognise and resolve my stored emotional hurts. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
It would be easier for you to put your best foot forward if you let go of and release stored emotional 
hurts. Perhaps you have been storing some of the past emotional hurts in your calf muscles without your 
conscious knowledge and it is time to let them go so that you can put your best foot forward in your 
chosen direction. 

Birthdate 15 
AC9 SELF HELP CHAKRA 

AFFIRMATION
I help myself. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
As and when you feel helpless in life, turn inwards and figure out how you can help yourself. 
Helplessness is the result of expecting outer sources to help you or your loved ones. Look at the 
possibility of exploring smarter ways of helping yourself. This could also mean that you help yourself 
with total acceptance of the situation with higher consciousness and discover the brilliance in the 
situation you are facing. 

Birthdate 16 
VL3 - GUARDIANSHIP ROLEPLAY CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I take active charge of all that belongs to me. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Be the custodian of all that belongs to you and remain in charge. You have been trusted with a domain, 
people , property or knowledge. Take charge of it. Make sure it is taken care of and feels safe. 

Birthdate 17 
AC20  DEVOTION CHAKRA 

AFFIRMATION
I serve with love and devotion. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
It is good to be responsible, but it is far better to do what you are doing with the feeling of devotion. As 
you flow with love and devotion, you will be able to do the right thing, at the right time, in the right 
manner, that which would be 'just appropriate' for the given moment. 

Birthdate 18 
FLL 18 - CONSISTENT FLEXIBILITY IN INTIMATE RELATIONSHIP CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I accept the ongoing process of change in my intimate relationship



SHORT EXPLANATION
Make sure that your resistance to the possibility of change is not preventing you from putting your best 
foot forward to enhance intimacy in a relationship. Embrace the change. You never know when things 
change for good. Routine and lack of fresh changes can create stagnation for you. Allow yourself an 
experience of consistent intimacy by preparing yourself for the associated possibility of change. The 
relationship could be with self, fellow beings, pets, nature, residence, objects, money, organisation etc. 
Your intimate and close relationships often change with changing times. However, if you get attached to 
the experiences of the past and expect the relationship to be same as it was in the past, you may invite 
frictions and conflicts as relationships keep changing and so do people who are in relationship with you. 
It is in your best interest to be adaptable and flexible. 
 
Birthdate 19 
BLR9 - RIGHT INTIMACY WITH FAIR REDISTRIBUTION OF THE BRUNT CHAKRA-

AFFIRMATION
The more I delegate, the more lasting impressions I create on my close relationships. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
It is normal and natural to please, impress and serve people who are close to you and relate to you. At 
times there is an incessant desire to seek approval from them and impress them so that they value you 
and your role play. You seldom realise that by doing so, you set yourself up for the possibility of bearing 
a brunt of their disapproval and resultant unpleasantness. You may have taken on blame, criticism, 
financial drain, political manipulation, extra responsibility and workload. If you have observed your 
close relationships going through somewhat similar experiences of bearing the brunt in close 
relationships or if you are anticipating bearing a burnt by being in a close or intimate relationship, you 
may curtail yourself from putting your best foot forward towards close and intimate relationships. 
However, what happened was the story of past or the past experiences of others. Future could be 
different and wonderful. You can always opt to assertively say ‘No’ when you wish to, delegate what you 
can delegate and give your best being a pure channel of resources rather than bearing the brunt like a 
martyr in an intimate relationship. Look at the possibility of putting your best foot forward to enjoy 
intimacy and intimate relationships by easing out the brunt and redistributing the load of 
unpleasantness. 

Birthdate 20 
AR13 RIGHT COMPASSION CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I invite others to treat me with courtesy and kindness. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Does it ever happen that you feel troubled, tortured or tormented by others in any way? If yes, it is time 
for you to let go of your need to complain about feeling this way. Open yourself, intend and invite 
kindness, compassion and courtesy from one and all. 

Birthdate 21 
FLL24- PERSISTENCE IN INTIMACY WITH SURRENDER CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I continue to put my best foot forward towards intimate relationships with total surrender. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Going through a little rough patch in an intimate relationship? For sure, surrendering with full faith in 
the Divine will assist you in continuing to put your best foot forward to enhance intimacy in a 
relationship or continue to make the best out of your existing intimate relationships. (Here the 
relationship may imply relationship with self, fellow beings, pets, nature, residence, objects, money, 
organisation etc.) 



Birthdate 22 
PL22 - LEFT HUMILITY CHAKRA-

AFFIRMATION
I humbly contribute my best. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Remaining humble will enable you to give, impart, contribute, share, deliver, provide or serve with due 
grace and gratitude. Give with gratitude. Give being a channel of provision. Give with grace. Be modest 
and humble as all that you are doing, is merely a roleplay. Your ability of contribution is dependent on 
receiver's ability and openness to receive.

Birthdate 23 
VT2 - DIRECTOR’S ROLE PLAY CHAKRA -

AFFIRMATION
I remain guided as I guide others. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
When you are guiding others, you are playing a role of a guide. If you are leading others you are playing 
the role of a leader. If you are directing others you are merely playing a role of a director. However, there 
is a greater brilliance which is guiding, directing or leading others through you. Remaining aware of this 
will save you from being egoistic about your role play and the resultant human emotions and reactions. 

Birthdate 24 
FLL10 - LEFT HUMBLE ACCEPTANCE OF SHORTCOMING CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I continue to recognize and constructively address my shortcomings. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
If you are lacking persistence or if you are thinking of withdrawing, please ensure that you are not 
withdrawing due to your ego/pride/righteousness. Your ego, pride and/or righteousness could be 
masking your shortcomings, inadequacies or feeling of being wronged in the past. Continue embracing 
that part of you which is not easily acceptable to you. It is ok to feel inadequate; it is alright to feel 
incompetent; it is alright to be wrong at times. All these experiences could be the matter of the past. By 
defending that part of you, overcompensating that part of you, you could be inhibiting yourself from 
moving on and moving forward in life. Continue to embrace all that you are, so that you continue to put 
your best foot forward by being who you are. 

Birthdate 25 
BLR5 - RIGHT EMOTIONAL HURT RELEASE CHAKRA-

AFFIRMATION
I recognise and resolve my stored emotional hurts. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
It would be easier for you to put your best foot forward if you let go of and release stored emotional 
hurts. Perhaps you have been storing some of the past emotional hurts in your calf muscles without your 
conscious knowledge and it is time to let them go so that you can put your best foot forward in your 
chosen direction. 

Birthdate 26 
BL3 - RIGHT FAITHFUL FOLLOWING CHAKRA 

AFFIRMATION
I intend and invite others to follow me in full faith. 



SHORT EXPLANATION
 It hurts when you experience a ‘backstab’, betrayal, cheating and let downs by others especially from 
those who have been a solid support to you or those who have been faithful followers. Some time you 
could even perceive a backstab from masters, guru figure or God! This backstab could be financial, 
social, emotional or related to relationships or health. It can be quite a hurtful situation to be 
backstabbed. However, when you discover how and why you manifested, you will be able to rise beyond 
the emotional hurt and forgive others for backstabbing you and also forgive yourself for allowing this 
experience. 

Birthdate 27 
FR44 - ANGER RECOGNITION CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I address my sensitivity to others’ anger. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
You are, perhaps, consciously or subconsciously being present to the helplessness, frustration and/or 
anger in others. This could be generating helplessness and frustration within you, as you are being 
exposed to others’ silent or overt anger, which may or may not be directed towards you. It would be a 
good idea for you to be a neutral observer to your suppressed anger, generated by being exposed to 
others’ silent or overt anger. Others’ stored or suppressed anger may or may not have anything to do 
with you and yet might be disturbing you, knowingly or unknowingly. Is it possible for you to let go of 
the ill effects of that anger you might be perceiving in others? 

Birthdate 28 
FLR 31 - RIGHT HURT FREE OPENING UP CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
It is emotionally safe to open up to relationships, money, people, places, possibilities etc. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
Are you preventing yourself from opening up to various people, possibilities, money, places or potential 
due to your stored past emotional hurts? What would happen if you let them go? Is it helping you in 
anyway as you hold on to them and prevent yourself from new possibilities? Your body consciousness is 
simply reminding you to let go of those stored emotional hurts and put your best foot forward to open 
up to your life in general. 

Birthdate 29 
FLL14 - HUMBLE PERSISTENCE IN OPENING UP CHAKRA 

AFFIRMATION
I humbly continue to remain open to the possibilities/opportunities/people that I have been avoiding. 

SHORT EXPLANATION 
Have you been thinking of withdrawing? Are you sure it is not because of your pride/ego/righteousness? 
If at all you find yourself reluctant to face or expose that part of your personality which felt inadequate, 
incomplete, incompetent or incorrect, it would be a good idea to recognise and resolve that part of your 
personality so that you continue remaining open to various people, possibilities, and potentials to 
enhance your life. 

Birthdate 30 
HL16- LEFT FREEDOM TO COMMAND CHAKRA-

AFFIRMATION
I am free to have command over my contribution. 

SHORT EXPLANATION 
You could easily exercise enough command over what you wish to give, impart, contribute or deliver in 
your life. Rise above the feeling of being forced to contribute or serve against your wishes. You do have a 



say in the matter and choose to exercise adequate command over what you serve and how you serve, 
contribute, give or share. You do have a command over how much you contribute, to whom do you 
contribute, when do you contribute and under which circumstances you contribute.

Birthdate 31 
VL2 - RIGHT ALIGNMENT FOR GRACIOUS RECEIVING CHAKRA 

AFFIRMATION
I graciously align myself to receive from the channel of resource. 

SHORT EXPLANATION
You do not have to associate the experience of receiving with begging. You can receive with grace and 
honour. You do not have to necessarily bow down and stoop in front of others. You can stand tall and 
receive all that you wish to receive from the right resource providers. All you have to do is align well to 
the stream or channel of resource.  
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